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Product development for medical devices,    
Prevas expands certification in ISO 13485 standard. 

Prevas’ office in Uppsala has now also obtained the ISO 13485 certificate. A clear 
acknowledgement that we deliver development services in full accordance with the high-
quality requirements set for medical devices. The office in Sundbyberg had already been 
certified according to the standard.   
 

Prevas can provide specialists or full sets of development services, from the idea stage to mass production. 
This includes quality and regulatory expertise, software, hardware, mechanics, quality assurance and project 
management resources. Thanks to our specialist teams, Prevas also offers turnkey development of medical 
devices and analytical instruments. To retain our position at the technological forefront, Prevas utilizes a 
large and rich network of specialists and partners.  

“Certification is proof of the expertise we bring to our customers' operations,” says Markus Nässén, who 
heads Prevas operations in Uppsala. “Our focused work in the heavily regulated development of devices 
for the life science sector gives us knowledge and experience that benefit our customers. With this 
certification, we can also provide additional support to companies in the early development phases.” 

 
Interest is increasing in electronic and communicative care solutions, both among care givers and consumers 
who want to live long and healthy lives. Our specialists meet both individuals and companies who need 
development support to realize their innovative ideas for medical devices, eHealth and mHealth, as well as 
various healthcare solutions. And often for the benefit of both the individual and society at large.  
 

“We have an excellent and long track record when it comes to developing analytical instruments and 
medical devices,” says Marcus. “Our customers include companies such as Gradientech and Kontigo 
Care.”  

Since 1985, we have seen challenges and discovered opportunities in industries subject to stringent 
demands. In life science, for example, there are requirements for high safety and reliability, as well as 
regulatory requirements. Certification sets us apart from other suppliers and meets the requirements of our 
customers. 
 

 
 

 
For more information, please contact 
Markus Nässén, Manager, Uppsala, Prevas AB, Cell: +46 70 282 90 92, E-mail: markus.nassen@prevas.se      
Robert Tönhardt, Manager, Stockholm, Prevas AB, Cell: +46 703 790 703, E-mail: robert.tonhartdt@prevas.se  
 

About Prevas 
Prevas is a development hub with ingenuity at its core. With a high technical competence and a deep business understanding, we help customers from a 
wide variety of industries benefit through continuous technological innovation. Good for people, planet, and profit. Prevas was established in 1985 and 
currently employs 600 people in Sweden, Denmark and Norway. Prevas is listed on NASDAQ Stockholm since 1998. For more information about Prevas, 
visit www.prevas.com.  

 


